Warwick Rural East Newsletter - 15 April 2019
Community Messages
21/04/19 - Attempted Theft of Lamb in Wootton Wawen
CORRECTION TO PREVIOUS ALERT - Lane Name.
This morning (21/4/19) an offender was seen to take a lamb from a field on Pennyford Lane, Wootton Wawen. The
offender dropped the lamb when seen and made off in a vehicle described as a high vehicle with orange stripes, partial
VRM taken as NXO8. If you see a vehicle matching this description or have any information that could help the police with
their enquiries please call 101 and refer to inc 120 of 21/4/19 or email
NorthWarksRuralAlerts@Warwickshire.pnn.police.uk. Officers attended and it is believed the lamb was returned to the
field. A horse rider was on the lane around the time the incident happened, if you were the rider or know who it was please
call us or email.
Please be vigilant, if you see anyone in a field with sheep acting suspiciously please let the local farmer know if you are
aware who they are or call the police with as much information as possible on 101. If a crime is being committed please
call 999.
If you are the owner of sheep please check regularly at different times and do a count so you know if any are missing.
https://www.warwickshire.police.uk/article/59616/Attempted-Theft-of-Lamb-in-Wootton-Wawen

21/04/19 - Attempted Theft of Lamb in Wootton Wawen
This morning (21/4/19) an offender was seen to take a lamb from a field on Pennymoor Lane, Wootton Wawen. The
offender dropped the lamb when seen and made off in a vehicle described as a high vehicle with orange stripes, partial
VRM taken as NXO8. If you see a vehicle matching this description or have any information that could help the police with
their enquiries please call 101 and refer to inc 120 of 21/4/19 or email
NorthWarksRuralAlerts@Warwickshire.pnn.police.uk. Officers attended and it is believed the lamb was returned to the
field. A horse rider was on the lane around the time the incident happened, if you were the rider or know who it was please
call us or email.
Please be vigilant, if you see anyone in a field with sheep acting suspiciously please let the local farmer know if you are
aware who they are or call the police with as much information as possible on 101. If a crime is being committed please
call 999.
If you are the owner of sheep please check regularly at different times and do a count so you know if any are missing.
https://www.warwickshire.police.uk/article/59613/Attempted-Theft-of-Lamb-in-Wootton-Wawen

15/04/19 - Burglary, Coventry Road, Cubbington.
In the early hours of Sunday morning on 14th April a residential home was broken into and the keys too a Renault panel
van were taken along with the vehicle that was parked on the driveway. This occurred on Coventry Road in Cubbington.
If you witnessed anything please call 101 and quote incident 0140 14/04/19
https://www.warwickshire.police.uk/article/59431/Burglary-Coventry-Road-Cubbington
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